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TARA BOOKS
Tara Books is a collective of writers, artists and
designers—we publish illustrated books for children
and adults. Our visual books span a range of genres:
children’s literature, social and art pedagogy, popular
culture, photography and art. We’re committed
to returning the senses back to the physical book
in an age busy writing its obituary. We value
experimentation: in content, design and production.
We also like to enhance the quirky pleasures of
reading, for both children and adults—from picture
books for all ages to experimental graphic narratives,
we have developed new genres of expression.
The hallmark of our publishing is our engagement
with the rich diversity of Indian folk and tribal art.
We have brought many of these traditions into the
book for the first time, by combining them with
contemporary design and fine production, and in the
process, have changed the perspective from which
stories are usually told. Our books are universally
accessible, and for us universality is not global
sameness, but a genuine connection with difference.
We’re known for our books made entirely by hand—
and have created a range of what may be called
‘crossover’ picture books. Children are drawn to
the tactility and graphic richness of the art in these
books, while adults value the fine printing, unusual
paper and brilliant design. Recently, we have gone
on to explore the fascinating field of crossover titles
in other forms—book architecture for example, and
textile books. Our collaborations with authors, artists
and designers both from India and other cultures
have expanded considerably. This year’s catalogue
features a range of new titles and genres, including
a children’s book inspired by the Patua scroll, and an
unusual collaborative book featuring the famed south
Asian truck art.
We have also expanded our stationery list and
introduced a new line in cards and prints. Our
stationery catalogue contains the complete list.
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HANDMADE BOOKS

HANDMADE BOOKS / New Titles

BLACK:
AN ARTIST’S TRIBUTE
Santosh Kumar Das
Art / Memoir
HC; 24pp; Single Colour
260 mm x 342 mm
Silkscreen-printed on
handmade paper
978-93-83145-62-1
₹ 1200 / £ 27 / $ 35 / € 32

“The rightful place for an artist, his real world, is a pot
of black ink. I believe it contains all the magic, all the
forms, everything that human beings can imagine and
render...” says Mithila artist Santosh Kumar Das.
For seven years, he worked on this project: and the
result is a beautiful visual and textual tribute to the
many influences that helped his artistic vision —
the greatest of them being his mother, along with

HANDMADE BOOKS

SUN AND MOON
Various Artists

Art / Folklore
HC; 28pp; Colour
275 mm x 250 mm
Silkscreen-printed on
handmade paper
978-93-83145-44-7
₹ 1300 / £ 28 / $ 39.95 / € 36

Part of everyday life, yet rich in symbolic meaning,
renderings of the sun and the moon are present in all
folk and tribal art traditions of India. They are always
in relationship with each other. Agrarian societies keep
track of time by referring to markers in the seasonal
variations of the sun, moon, and the planets. Over the
course of time, they have also woven wonderful stories
and myths around them.
Here, for the first time, is a collection of unusual stories
and exquisite art from some of the finest living artists,
on this most universal of themes.

the other women of the household who practised
this originally female tradition of art.
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HANDMADE BOOKS

HANDMADE BOOKS

THE CLOTH OF THE
MOTHER GODDESS

I LIKE CATS

Jagdish Chitara

Anushka Ravishankar,
Various Artists

Art / Textile
HC; 14 panels; Two Colours
255 mm x 255 mm
Block-printed on cloth
978-93-83145-31-7
₹ 4000 / £ 75 / $ 120 / € 110

Art / Picture book
HC; 48 pp; Colour
180 mm x 180 mm
Silkscreen-printed on handmade paper
978-93-83145-28-7
₹ 800 / £ 19.99 / $ 30 / € 25

BOLOGNA PRIZE
Best Children’s Publisher
of the year in Asia 2013

ISBN 978-93-83145-28-7

53000

9 789383 145287

IND ` 800 | UK £19.99 | US $30.00

I like cats_cover_HM_2015_RR.indd 1

28/01/15 9:47 am

(Also available in German)

This textile book tells the story of the origins of
Mata-Ni-Pachedi, the ritual ‘Cloth of the Mother Goddess’.
Traditionally created by artisans from the nomadic Waghari
community in Gujarat, these votive cloths offer a painted
image of the goddess to herself. Gifting a piece of creation
to the creator is considered the highest form of worship.
Hand block-printed on textile, this limited-edition artists’
book is in the form of a cloth shrine. It pays tribute not only
to a sublime conception of the power of art, but also to the
labour involved in creating it.

Sunny cats, sad cats, grinning cats, bad cats, cats with
scowls and cats with jowls... hand-bound with a silkscreened cover, I Like Cats features a gallery of irresistible
feline characters from some of the best-known tribal and
folk artists of India.
Anushka Ravishankar’s cheeky verse adds to the charm of
this irresistible volume, sure to delight cat lovers, art lovers
and artsy cat lovers!
Reviews
Part lovely children’s picture book, part priceless showcase
of work by some of the best-known tribal and folk artists
from various Indian traditions… — Brain Pickings blog
A multisensory delight, as pleasing to the hand as it is to
the eye … this lovely artifact will be received eagerly by
both cat lovers and connoisseurs of bookmaking.
— Kirkus Reviews
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HANDMADE BOOKS

CREATION

Bhajju Shyam with Gita Wolf
Art / Folk / Outsider Art / Gift
HC; 24 pp; Colour
280 mm x 280 mm
Silkscreen-printed on handmade paper
978-93-83145-03-4
₹ 1500 / £ 35 / $ 49.95 / € 39.90

From a fish waiting to be born, to the beginning of art
and the necessity of death… lore from the Gond tribal
community in central India abounds in stories of origins,
transformations and endings. Celebrated Gond artist
Bhajju Shyam gathers together these tales for the first
time. Linking the cosmic with the everyday, he expresses
the essence of each myth in 10 sequential images. This
extraordinary visual narrative of cyclical time takes us
from the germinal moment to the turnaround point… where
death once again transits into renewal.
Gita Wolf’s English text recreates the terse wisdom of
Bhajju Shyam’s Hindi expressions with great nuance.
This handsome screen-printed book recreates the brilliant
conceptual art of the book, with ink, line and paper
combining to add depth and texture to every page.
Reviews
Simple yet enormously evocative masterpiece of visual
storytelling. — Brain Pickings blog
Awards
(Brazilian edition) CRESCER Magazine 30 Best
Children’s Book Award

IN THE LAND OF
PUNCTUATION

Christian Morgenstern,
Rathna Ramanathan, Sirish Rao
Illustrated Verse / Art / Design
HC; 32 pp; Two Colours
235 mm x 355 mm
Silkscreen-printed on handmade paper
978-93-83145-15-7
₹ 1000 / £ 29.99 / $ 49.95 / € 39.90

First published in 1905, German poet Christian
Morgenstern’s piece is a darkly comic linguistic caprice.
Illustrated with punctuation marks, the book’s political
undertone is unmistakable. Rathna Ramanathan’s art and
design invoke icons, styles and genres of early twentieth
century western and Russian avant-garde traditions to
make a compelling argument about freedom of expression.
Reviews
Ramanathan’s genius (and there can be no doubting her
genius here), is such that In The Land Of Punctuation
evokes a complete sense of time and space, it’s a world as
familiar to us as our own, with characters as obvious to us
as any human. — The Illustrated Forest
Awards
Design Observer Top 50 Book List, 2014
Certificate of Excellence, the International Society of
Typographic Designers (ISTD), 2014

The Sacred Seed
All life comes from a source, a germ which holds
a miraculous possibility within itself, and when
the time is right, lets it unfold. The source of
plant life is the seed.

We celebrate the sowing season with a Seedling Festival. For nine days and nights,
girls pray to a pot of sprouting grain, there is singing and dancing all night. Finally, on
the tenth day, the seedlings are ceremoniously spread on the ground, and watered.
We offer thanks to this miracle of creation, which allows us all to live.
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The question marks avoid the scrape
(as always) and quietly escape
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Rambharos Jha
Rambharos Jah

HANDMADE BOOKS
Waterlife

Waterlife

Waterlife features Mithila art, a vibrant and delicate form
of folk painting from Bihar in eastern India. The artist
Rambharos Jha grew up on the banks of the legendary river
Ganga, and developed a fascination for water and water life.
In this book he creates an unusual artist’s journal, adapting
the motifs of the Mithila style to express his own vision. He
frames his art with a playful text that evokes both childhood

HANDMADE BOOKS

WATERLIFE

THE NIGHT LIFE OF TREES

Art / Gift
HC; 28 pp; Colour
360 mm x 220 mm
Silkscreen-printed on
handmade paper;
Fourth Numbered Edition
978-93-80340-13-5
₹ 1350 / £ 30 / $ 46.95 / € 39.90

Art / Folklore
HC; 40 pp; Colour
230 mm x 330 mm
Silkscreen-printed on handmade paper;
Twelfth Numbered Edition
978-81-86211-92-2
₹ 1500 / £ 30 / $ 46.95 / € 39.90

Rambharos Jha

Waterlife features Mithila art, a vibrant and delicate form
of painting from Bihar in eastern India. In this visually
stunning book that plays with water images, artist
Rambharos Jha creates an unusual artist’s journal—aquatic
motifs of the Mithila style are artfully transformed to
invoke childhood memory and lore.
Reviews
A gloriously attractive, endlessly fascinating book … Each
of Waterlife’s pages deserves to hang on a wall. — Asian
Review of Books
Awards
Design Observer Top 50 Book List, 2011
BolognaRagazzi Award Mention, New Horizons, Bologna, 2012

Bhajju Shyam, Durga Bai,
Ramsingh Urveti

The Night Life of Trees is an exquisite silkscreen-printed
book of art and folklore on trees. A lived sense of the
environment is brought alive in these pages, to create a
veritable cosmos of the Gond forest.
A collection of work by three of the finest living artists
of the Gond tribe—traditionally a community of forest
dwellers from central India—this quintessential Tara title
has seen several editions and been translated into many
different languages.
Reviews
A glowingly mysterious and charming volume… gives an
alluring glimpse into an integrative worldview that’s in
poignant contrast to the fragmented postmodern world.
— Starred Review, Publishers Weekly
Awards
BolognaRagazzi Award, New Horizons, 2008

The CreaTiON Of Trees
When Shankar Bhagwan, the creator, made the first man, there
was no tree, no leaf on earth. The man said, “Lord, what will
i eat? how will i live?” The creator pulled three hairs from his
own body, and from them made three great trees. Then the
man said “But lord, there are no fruit on these trees. Three
will remain three, and three must die one day.” Then shankar
Bhagwan took the ash coating his matted hair and sprinkled
the trees with it, and they began to flower and fruit. So in the
days before we knew how to grow grain, it was trees that filled
our stomachs with their fruit.
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HANDMADE BOOKS

GOBBLE YOU UP!

DRAWING FROM THE CITY

Children / Picture Book / Art
HC; 40 pp; Two Colours
220 mm x 300 mm
Silkscreen-printed on kraft paper
978-81-92317-14-4
₹ 850 / £ 24.99 / $ 34.95 / € 28

Art / Biography
HC; 32 pp; Two Colours
240 mm x 360 mm
Silkscreen-printed; Numbered Edition
978-93-80340-17-3
₹ 850 / £ 22.99 / $ 36.95 / € 29.80

Gita Wolf, Sunita

Tejubehan

08/04/13 10:47 AM

Gobble You Up! is a story in cumulative rhyme, about a wily
jackal, too lazy to hunt for his food. He tricks his friend, the
crane into being his prey and then proceeds to gobble up
every animal he comes across…
The book features Meena art from Rajasthan, done by
women on the walls and floors of their homes. This is the
first time that this style—rarely seen outside the confines of
Meena villages—has been used in a children’s book.

“Take me to the city,” the young girl whispers to the train,
as it passes her dusty village. Her name is Teju. She is now
a middle-aged woman, a migrant worker-turned-artist, and
in this book, she reflects on her incredible journey from
poverty into the rich inner world of art.
This book of richly detailed drawings features Teju’s selftaught style of lines and dots.

Reviews
A surefire tale made splendid by gorgeous illustrations and
bookmaking … The tactile effect of the flat silkscreen on the
faintly mottled paper is a treasure, a true work of art.
— Starred Review, Horn Book Magazine

Reviews
We were absolutely blown away by this sumptuous book…
The sheer quality of the book as an object means you want
to pore over each page for hours, submitting to the skilful
worlds she creates which soar above the simple, poetic
prose. — itsnicethat.com

Awards
Highly Commended, South Asia Book Award for Children’s
and Young Adult Literature, 2014

Awards
French edition awarded the Fifi Brindacier Prize for
Promoting Sexual Equality, 2013

Blue Elephant, Kyoorius Design Awards, 2013
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HANDMADE BOOKS

HANDMADE BOOKS

ANTIGONE

OEDIPUS THE KING

Art / Classic
HC; 28 pp; Two Colours
216mm x 279 mm
Silkscreen-printed on handmade paper
978-81-86211-49-6
₹ 800 / £ 24 / $ 36.95 / € 29.80

Art / Classic
HC; 28 pp; Three Colours
216 mm x 279 mm
Silkscreen-printed on handmade paper
978-93-83145-30-0
₹ 800 / £ 24 / $ 36.95 / € 29.80

Gita Wolf, Sirish Rao,
Indrapramit Roy

Antigone, pious, headstrong and reckless, breaks the law
and defies her uncle, the king, in order to honour her slain
brother. This dramatic retelling of Sophocles’ famous Greek
tragedy is illustrated by art that recreates the drama of
Greek theatre. This handcrafted book is available with a
special slip case.
Reviews
A celebration of storytelling, drawing and the art of
bookmaking... you can still smell the ink. — LA Weekly
Awards
Outstanding Book of the Year, US Independent Publisher
Awards (Best Book Craftsmanship), 2002
Museum Publication Design Competition, Honorable
Mention, 2002

Gita Wolf, Sirish Rao,
Indrapramit Roy

Oedipus, king of Thebes, tries to uncover the dreadful sin
for which the gods are punishing his city, but his search
leads him into the dark depths of his own past. When he
finds that the sin is his own, he visits upon himself the
punishment that will lift the curse.
This sensitive retelling of Sophocles’ masterpiece features
powerful and poignantly rendered illustrations.
Reviews
A riveting story...the book, which is totally handmade, is as
elegant as the re-telling. — Booklist
Awards
Golden Cube Award for Best Book Design, 2006
Winner, Association of American University Presses’
annual show competition, 2005
Winner, American Association of Museums’ Publications
Design Competition, 2005
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HANDMADE BOOKS

HANDMADE BOOKS

THE BACCHAE

Gita Wolf, Sirish Rao,
Indrapramit Roy
Art / Classic
HC; 28 pp; Three Colours
210 mm x 280 mm
Silkscreen-printed on handmade paper
978-81-86211-91-5
₹ 800 / £ 24 / $36.95 / € 29.80

This contemporary retelling of Euripides’ The Bacchae—the
last extant Greek tragedy—relates the classic myth of the
god Dionysus with the playful yet dangerous lyricism of the
original. Dionysus, son of Zeus and god of wine and dance,
returns to his native city of Thebes. While the city’s women
are enchanted by his powers, Pentheus, King of Thebes, is
determined to end their revelry. But destiny wills otherwise,
and a horrific nightmare unfolds.
Reviews
This unique handcrafted book will be a treasured addition
to the libraries of those who love the arts of ancient Greece
and the art of fine, contemporary bookmaking.
— Independent Publisher
Awards
Highlighted Title of the Month, Independent Publisher
Online, Nov 2005

what is your name, and where is your
land?”
“There is nothing to boast of, or no
shame to hide. I come from Tmolus,
the bright hill of flowers in the land of
Lydia.”
“From the pretty hill of flowers! And
what brings you here, and your reveling
band?”
“The god Dionysus, son of Zeus, bade
me come here to spread his word.”
“Ah! So there is a Zeus over there who
can give birth to new gods?”
“No, it is the same Zeus who wed
Semele, here in Thebes.”
“And how did this god come to you? By
full vision of day or in a nightly dream
perhaps?”
“I saw him, and he saw my soul. He
gave me his emblems and the sacred
rites as proof.”
“These emblems, and your rites – what
shape do they take?”
“That is not for nonbelievers to
know.”
“Indeed? And what good do they bring
to those who believe?”
“A good well worth knowing, but not
for you to know.”
“You give your tale a nice shine, to
draw my curiosity.”
“The god’s mysteries do not want the
touch of those who do not love him.”
“So you have seen this god with your
own eyes? What guise did he take?”
“Whatever guise he pleased – it is not
my place to dictate his shape.”
“You dance well and dodge my
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SSSS: SNAKE ART
AND ALLEGORY

Gita Wolf, Ianna Andréadis
Art / Myth
HC; 48 pp; Colour
170 mm x 170 mm
Silkscreen-printed on handmade paper
978-81-90675-66-6
₹ 650 / £ 14.99 / $ 24.95 / € 20

Standing in for our deepest fantasies and fears, the snake
is as much a creature of our minds as it is of the forest
and fields. Combining art and legend, this unusual book
invokes the beauty and terror of Indian snake lore: from the
enigmatic snake goddess Manasa to Buddha’s sheltering
snake.
The legends are complemented by the work of
contemporary French artist Ianna Andréadis, who was
inspired by the collection of the Musée du quai Branly in
Paris.
Reviews
As soon as you hold the book, you can feel that it’s
something different and special. ... You can’t help but
continually run your fingers over the screen-printed ink
held on the textured paper as you read these sensuous and
sacred tales. — Living Principles Blog

questions! All idle japes, and no
answers.”
“Wise words spoken in the ear of a fool
turn into nothingness.”
“Be careful! My patience has limits.
So this is the first place that you dare to
bring your great god?”
“The first place in Greece, but all the
barbarian lands dance to his tune.”
“A low and dull-minded folk when
compared to us.”
“In this they are higher. Their ways are
not your way, that is all.”
“Tell me – when do you hold your
worship? By clear day or dark night?”
“Mostly by night – it is a majestic
time.”
“Indeed! A majestic time to take
advantage of women. Shameful!”
“There are enough shameful things
done by day. And enough shameful
thoughts in your head, I am sure!”
“Enough! You should be punished for
your vile sophistry alone!”
“And you for your blasphemy.”
“How bold is this bacchant! Playing
the pretty fencer, but with words, not
swords. Would you like to taste a sword,
mystery priest?”
“What will you do with me?”
“Cut those curls first, that constantly
play with your cheeks!”
“I have vowed them to the god – it is
holy hair.”
“Never mind. Guards, cut those locks
off – he is better without them. And
then to the prison with him!”
“My god will free me – even now
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HANDMADE BOOKS

FINGERPRINT

Andrea Anastasio

THE HANDMADE BOOK WORKSHOP

Art / Politics
HC; 100 pp; Colour
140 mm x 190 mm
Silkscreen-printed on handmade paper
978-81-90675-62-8
₹ 950 / £ 14.99 / $ 29.95 / € 24.80

Fingerprint is a visual fable for our times, celebrating
resistance to state surveillance and control. Actual
fingerprints, letter-pressed onto the pages of the book,
create progressively complex patterns, transporting the
fingerprint from the world of forensics and law into the
freeing world of art and imagination.
A brief historical note on fingerprinting and securityrelated practices frames and anchors this unique work of
art in Indian and global contexts.
Reviews
Stupendously printed and published by Tara Books … the
aesthetics-stylistic choice amplifies the great evocative
power of this book. — Pattern Prints Journal
A beautiful, appropriately tactile and thought-provoking
book. — Ace Jet 170 blog

While exploring the form of the book, we came up with
something unique: the book made entirely by hand, from
the paper to the printing and binding. While such artists’
books exist in small editions, we are able to create them in
large numbers, making them affordable and available to the
average book buyer. We create this exquisite form of the
book—where each page is an individual print—to showcase
beautiful artwork. We work with skilled book artisans from
India, including handmade paper manufacturers, silkscreen
printers and hand binders.
The handmade book unit is run by C. Arumugam, our
production manager, who assembled a team of young
artisans from outlying villages and trained them in the
art and craft of book making. A total of 28 artisans have
been trained over the years each spending between 3
and 6 months learning their trade. They have developed
their skills to come up with standards of perfection
unimaginable in the trade, winning several international
awards.
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The success of the enterprise owes a great deal to the
collective spirit that pervades it. The workers live and work
together and the workshop is run on fair-trade lines. We
would like to draw attention to the fact that as much as the
art, the artisanal labour that goes into the making of the
book makes it unique.

CHILDREN’S BOOKS

The statistics are astonishing: our workshop has now
printed and bound over 3,09,000 books. On the average,
we print and bind 25,000 books a year, about 70 books per
day. A typical book needs to be printed with 65 impressions
(screen-printed colours)—all told, this comes to a grand
total of 1.6 million and 25,000 impressions a year. Sixteen
of our handmade titles have won awards. We have printed
for 17 publishers worldwide in 11 languages: English, Tamil,
German, Italian, Spanish, French, Portuguese, Catalan,
Dutch, Korean and Japanese so far. This makes us possibly
the only publisher in the world to create handmade,
numbered editions of books on such a scale.
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CHILDREN’S BOOKS / NEW TITLES

HIC!

Anushka Ravishankar
and Christiane Pieper
Picture Book / Humour
6+
HC; 36 pp; Colour
200 mm x 200 mm
Riso printed
978-93-83145-64-5
₹ 500 / £ 14 / $ 18 / € 16
(Also available in German)

Stuck with a stubborn hiccup? Try these remedies.
Absurd text and humorous art comes together in this
hilarious picture book. This is Anushka Ravishankar
and Christiane Pieper’s third collaboration after Elephants
Never Forget and Alphabets are Amazing Animals.
Hic! is one of Tara’s first experiments with the Risograph,
an eco-friendly printing system. Riso printing combines
the technology of screen printing and a photocopier
machine, and uses organic, soy-based inks. This often
results in a unique textural experience.
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CHILDREN’S BOOKS / NEW TITLES

CHILDREN’S BOOKS

AN INDIAN BEACH:
BY DAY AND NIGHT

8 WAYS TO DRAW FISH

Luisa Martelo, Various Artists

Joëlle Jolivet

Children’s Book / Art Activity
4+, PB; 16 pp; Colour
267 mm x 343 mm
Offset-printed
978-938-3145-39-3
₹ 200 / £ 4.99 / $ 7.95 / € 8.50

Art / Education
3+, Slipcase; 16 pp; Two Colour
350 mm x 250 mm
Offset-printed
978-93-83145-67-6
₹ 500 / £ 14.99 / $ 19.95 / € 13

(Also available in German)

(Also available in German)

This beach on the South Indian coast is full of activity.
By day you can see fishermen bring in the catch, women
selling fish, people and animals going about their
business... but then, when the sun starts to set, the beach
becomes a different place – now it’s time for everyone to
play, talk, sit around, eat and have fun... until the fisherfolk
go to sleep, and all the others go home.
Award winning French artist Joëlle Jolivet takes you
through a day – and night – on an Indian beach. Have fun
exploring, colouring, and adding to this never-ending book
surrounded by the sea!

This unusual art activity book featuring fish introduces
children to a variety of Indian art traditions. Through
tracing, patterning and colouring differently shaped fish
and the water they swim in, children learn to explore
each of the distinctive art traditions in the book—or just
have fun. They also get to experience and understand
how art is as much about the imagination as it is about
depiction. The book comes with clear and valuable
information on Indian art traditions.

Fish colours also have to do with where they live. Fish in the tropics are
far more colourful than fish elsewhere. Fish that swim on the surface are
usually bluish-green. Fish at the bottom of the sea are generally
brownish. Some fish have double colours — dark backs and light coloured
undersides! Some fish even change colour — when they lay eggs, and
when they get older.
Colour these fish as you like. Choose your colours according to where you
think the fish is from. What about water? Fill the page with water!
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CHILDREN’S BOOKS

CHILDREN’S BOOKS

THIS TRUCK HAS
GOT TO BE SPECIAL

Anjum Rana, Sameer Kulavoor,
Hakeem Nawaz and Amer Khan
Art / Travel
12+
HC; 56pp; Colour
250 mm x 210 mm
Offset-printed
978-93-83145-42-3
₹ 550 / £ 4.99 / $ 20.95 / € 7

“This truck has got to be special!” says truck artist Zarrar
to Chinar Gul, a truck driver from Pakistan. Gul—who drives
along the mountain roads of the Karakoram and the Hindu
Kush—has finally acquired his own vehicle and wants it
painted beautifully.
As Zarrar gets to work, Gul waits in the yard, thinking
about his many journeys, the splendour of the hills and
the intricacies of truck art—until everything is at last
ready and it’s time to be off, on the road again!

A VILLAGE IS A BUSY PLACE
Rohima Chitrakar

Art / Activity
6+, HC; 16 folded pages; Colour
355 mm x 220 mm
Offset-printed
978-93-83145-43-0
₹ 500 / £ 14.99 / $ 19.95 / € 18
(Also available in German)

This activity book in the Bengal Patua style of scroll
painting depicts the everyday world of the Santhal people,
who are amongst India’s largest indigenous communities.
Fold by colourful fold, the scroll opens out into
a gorgeous panorama of village life, teeming with people,
animals and activities. Accompanying text—along with
careful pointers and questions—encourages the child to
discover details, make connections, and set off on
an exploration of village life.

A richly imagined collaboration between a Pakistani writer,
truck artists and an Indian illustrator, this book celebrates
the energy and joy of Pakistani truck art as well as the
artists whose skill and labour breathe life into it. All along,
the bold graphic vigour of truck art tells its own story.

Zarrar and I have finally decided on the rear picture. He says it’ll
take him two days to get it done. “After that the road is clear and
the truck can be on its way!”
My truck, I know, is going to be very special.
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CHILDREN’S BOOKS

CHILDREN’S BOOKS

KNOCK! KNOCK!
Kaori Takahashi

Novelty Book / Die-cut Book
3+
44 pp; Colour
180 mm x 123 mm
Offset-printed
978-93-83145-32-4
₹ 500 / £ 10.99 / $ 16.95 / € 15
(Also available in German)

8 WAYS TO DRAW
AN ELEPHANT

Paola Ferrarotti, Various Artists
Children’s Book / Art Activity
4+
PB; 16pp; Colour
267 mm x 343 mm
Offset-printed
978-93-83145-26-3
₹ 200 / £ 4.99 / $ 7.95 / € 8.50
(Also available in German)

“Where’s my bear?” asks a little girl as soon as she comes
home from school. But... he’s missing! Where could he be?
So she sets off to find him, knocking on the door of each
apartment in her building. As she climbs higher and higher,
she meets all kinds of people, makes a lot of new friends,
and sees some strange sights… but what about her bear?
Will she find him?
A child’s quest turns into a wonderful adventure that
literally unfolds, step by step, into a building full of life.
Knock! Knock! is book architecture at its inspired best.
Awards
Kirkus Reviews’ Best Books of 2016

30

This unusual art activity book featuring the Indian
elephant introduces children to a variety of Indian art
traditions. Through tracing, patterning and colouring the
elephants, children learn to explore each of the 8 distinctive
styles in the book, or just have fun. Children also get to see
and understand how art is as much about the imagination
as it is about depiction. The book comes with valuable and
succinct information on Indian art traditions.
Reviews
Paola Ferrarotti’s art activity book not only fuels creativity
and imagination but also educates children on this gentle
giant of the animal kingdom. — The Swaddle
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VISIT THE BHIL CARNIVAL

CAPTAIN COCONUT AND
THE CASE OF THE MISSING
BANANAS

Subhash Amaliyar with
Gita Wolf, Catriona Maciver
and Oliver Mayes

Anushka Ravishankar,
Priya Sundram

Folk Art / Pop-Up Book
8+
HC; One fold-out page & one 24-page
booklet; Colour
285 mm x 285 mm
Offset-printed
978-93-83145-11-9
₹ 650 / £ 14.99 / $ 19.95 / € 16

Neela and Peela are excited about Bhagoria, a wonderful
carnival that the Bhil people of central India celebrate
every year. The children discover an intriguing map that
also tells a story, innovative signage that keeps them from
losing their way, a series of wondrous sights, including a
surprise that pops out ... as they wind their way through the
carnival grounds.
Subash Amaliyar, Bhil artist, paints the carnival in his
traditional style. Collaborating with him are writer Gita
Wolf and designers Catriona Maciver and Oliver Mayes.
Reviews
…A dazzling experience and one to be revisited on many
occasions ... Those of us who work in education will likely
find this a boon for exploring art forms and techniques with
young children. — Red Reading Hub

Graphic Novel / Humour
10 +
HC; 96 pp; Colour
165 mm x 235 mm
Offset-printed
978-93-83145-22-5
₹ 400 / £ 9.99 / $ 16.95 / € 14.80

Ace Detective Captain Coconut, who proclaims he can
solve any mystery—large or small, is called in to investigate
the case of the missing bananas. He soon finds himself on a
slippery trail of peels and missing numbers.
Anushka Ravishankar, India’s best known writer of
nonsense verse, is at her best in this absurd yet logical
tale, which gently satirises the very form that it uses.
British-Indian artist Priya Sundram’s collage art brings
together elements of popular Indian imagery, drawn from
advertising, the movies, newspapers and décor to create a
delightful world.
Reviews
A charmingly hapless sleuth, an enticing Indian setting,
and fresh graphics worth framing—what more could you
ask for? — Starred Review, Publishers Weekly

& THE CASE
OF THE MISSING
BANANAS
A Number Mystery by
Anushka Ravishankar
Illustrated by
Priya Sundram

Captain Coconut 0.7.indd Spread 1 of 52 - Pages(4, 1)
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TREE MATTERS

THE PATUA PINOCCHIO

Gangu Bai, Gita Wolf,
V. Geetha

Carlo Collodi, Swarna Chitrakar
Folk Art / Classic Children’s Fiction
12+
HC; 192 pp; Colour
165 mm x 235 mm
Offset-printed
978-93-83145-12-6
₹ 550 / £ 11.99 / $ 18.95 / € 15

Art / Folklore
12+
PB; 44 pp; Colour
230 mm x 270 mm
Offset-printed
978-93-83145-23-2
₹ 400 / £ 10.99 / $ 17.50 / € 14

The Bhil people of Central India are amongst the country’s
oldest indigenous communities. To them, the natural world
is not ‘a thing apart’, but exists in a seamless relationship to
their home and the everyday.
Gangu Bai, Bhil artist, explores this relationship through
her memories and paintings of food, work, festivals, illness,
medicine... Her tales centre round trees, and each of her
memories has a tree as its focus.
Illustrated in vivid and cheerful colours, the paintings in
this book foreground a universe of brightly coloured dots,
lines and shapes that encompasses all living beings, big
and small and wise and wonderful.
Awards
Aesop Accolade

This quintessentially Indian version of a much-loved
children’s classic features art from the Patua scroll tradition
of West Bengal, India. Carlo Collodi’s original Italian text
centres on a marionette who escapes his wooden fate
and has many adventures, including a stint at sea in the
stomach of a shark. This Indian version is abridged from
Carol Della Chiesa’s well-known English translation,
and illustrated by award-winning scroll painter Swarna
Chitrakar.
Reviews
The differing elements come together really well to
produce a coherent and highly enjoyable version which
stands out from the norm. A lovely gift book and one to
cherish, beautifully produced in hardback with high quality
paper which shows the illustrations to full advantage.
— Parents In Touch, UK
th e patua p i nocch io

coat was not white or black or brown as that of any other goat,
but azure, a deep brilliant colour that reminded one of the hair
of the lovely maiden. Pinocchio's heart beat fast, and then faster
and faster. he redoubled his efforts and swam as hard as he
could toward the white rock. he was almost halfway over, when
suddenly a horrible sea monster stuck its head out of the water,
an enormous head with a huge mouth, wide open, showing
three rows of gleaming teeth, the mere sight of which would
have filled you with fear. Do you know what it was?
that sea monster was no other than the enormous
Shark, which has often been mentioned in this story and
which, on account of its cruelty, had been nicknamed
The Attila of the Sea by both fish and fishermen. Poor Pinocchio!
the sight of that monster frightened him almost to death!
he tried to swim away from him, to change his path, to escape,
but that immense mouth kept coming nearer and nearer.
“hasten, Pinocchio, I beg you!” bleated the little Goat on the
high rock.
And Pinocchio swam desperately with his arms, his body,
his legs, his feet.
But the monster overtook him and the Marionette found
himself in between the rows of gleaming white teeth. the
Monster swallowed him so fast that Pinocchio, falling down
into the body of the fish, lay stunned for a half hour.

The Monster swallowed him so fast.

158
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THE BOY WHO SPEAKS
IN NUMBERS

ALPHABETS ARE
AMAZING ANIMALS

YA Fiction / Politics / Literature
14+
HC; 96 pp; Colour
140 mm x 210 mm
Offset-printed
978-93-83145-27-0
₹ 450 / £ 10.99 / $ 16.95 / € 14.80

There is no end to the things animals get
up to in this quirky world of alphabets.
Alphabets Are Amazing Animals takes
the young reader through sounds, words
and sentences, and demonstrates how
words work.

Mike Masilamani,
Matthew Frame

The Boy Who Speaks in Numbers is a darkly satiric
account of childhood in times of war. Set in Sri Lanka,
the events it narrates could equally happen elsewhere—
in all places where human deaths are reduced to
numbers and guns do not differentiate between adults
and children.

Anushka Ravishankar,
Christiane Pieper
Picture Book /
Alphabet Book
4+
PB; 56 pp; Colour
216 mm x 216 mm
Offset-printed
978-93-83145-25-6
₹ 200 / £ 6.99 /
$ 8.95 / € 8.50

Awards
Special Mention, The White Ravens
Catalogue of Noteworthy International
Books, 2004

Mike Masilamani’s ironic narrative centres around an
unnamed boy, who is at home with numbers rather than
words. UK-based illustrator Matthew Frame’s textured
illustrations are a powerful testimony to the horror of
prolonged civil strife.
Reviews
The book resists being pigeonholed into a genre—
the story is deceptively simple enough for a child to
understand and enjoy but at the same time, both text
and illustrations contain a depth attainable only to an
adult. — The Sunday Times
Awards
Honor Book, South Asia Book Award for Children’s
and Young Adult Literature
The White Raven’s Catalogue of International
Children’s and Youth Literature

Playfully and expertly illustrated, we see
our favourite animals in the most unusual
of arrangements.

ONE, TWO, TREE!

Anushka Ravishankar, Sirish Rao,
Durga Bai
This visually stunning read-aloud book
invites young children to count the
improbable number of animals that
clamber up an ever-expanding tree.
Picture Book /
Counting
4+
PB; 48 pp; Colour
185 mm x 240 mm
Offset-printed
978-93-83145-09-6
₹ 200 / £ 6.99 /
$ 8.95 / € 8.50

A number book, picture book and a fable
about living together, this features art
from the Gond tribal tradition of central
India.
Reviews
Amusing nonsense poem… beautiful,
bright, tricolored line-drawings. — The
White Ravens Catalogue of Noteworthy
International Children’s Books
Awards
Picturebook of the Month (September)
Academy for Children’s and Youth
Literature, Germany, 2006
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DO!

EXCUSE ME, IS THIS INDIA?

Ramesh Hengadi, Shantaram Dhadpe,
Gita Wolf

Education / Art
5+
PB; 32pp; Single
Colour
210 mm x 280 mm
Offset-printed
978-93-83145-16-4
₹ 150 / £ 6.99 /
$8.95 / € 8.50

Do! is an introduction to basic verbs,
aided by the elegantly minimalist
pictograms of Warli art, practised by
a tribal community from Maharashtra,
in western India. A versatile book, Do!
invites young readers to observe, tell
stories, and to draw in the Warli style.
Reviews
A heady mixture of gorgeous art, openended storytelling, an adventurous
exploration of an aspect of Indian culture
and beauty ... — Playing by the Book blog

Anushka Ravishankar, Anita Leutwiler

Picture Book /
Verse
5+
PB; 24 pp; Colour
222 mm x 229 mm
Offset-printed
978-93-83145-05-8
₹ 200 / £ 6.99 /
$ 8.95 / € 8.50

TIGER ON A TREE

TO MARKET! TO MARKET!

Anushka Ravishankar, Pulak Biswas

Picture Book /
Verse
5+
PB; 40 pp; Two
Colours
185 mm x 240 mm
Offset-printed
978-93-83145-06-5
₹ 200 / £ 6.99 /
$ 8.95 / € 8.50

Art, verse and typography run and bounce
off the pages of this delightful book,
inviting the young reader to explore the
nuance of image and typeplay.
Reviews
Ravishankar’s light verse and Biswas’s
craft aesthetic lend this amiable book a
pleasing simplicity. — Publishers Weekly
Awards
American Library Association (ALA) list
of Notable Books, 2005
Andersen Award, Italy, 2004
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Illustrated with exquisite quilts made
from Indian textiles, this book of brilliant
riddling verse captures the surreal
mixture of places, people, and creatures
that make up India.
Reviews
A riot of colours, simple patchwork
technique illustrations ... and a wonderful
book to introduce kids to India. — Indian
Moms Connect

Awards
Winner, Bologna Ragazzi Award, New
Horizons, 2010

A wild tiger cub wanders into an Indian
village—and encounters a group of
stunned inhabitants, each with his own
quixotic plan for the bewildered beast.

Excuse Me, Is This India? is a roving
travelogue through a child’s imagination.
Drifting off to sleep beneath a picturequilt made by a globe-trotting aunt, the
book’s young narrator becomes a bright
blue mouse, swept away on an unexpected
trip to India... or is it India?

Anushka Ravishankar,
Emanuele Scanziani
Picture Book /
Verse
5+
PB; 24 pp; Colour
240 mm x 160 mm
Offset-printed
978-81-92317-13-7
₹ 175 / £ 6.99 /
$ 8.95 / € 8.50

A little girl goes to market with a
pocketful of change and no idea what
to buy! But among the rich and colorful
wonders of the market, she finds that the
real fun is not in the buying, after all!
Anushka Ravishankar’s nonsense verse
and Emanuele Scanziani’s vibrant
paintings, of market stalls and sellers,
combine to create a bold and busy tribute
to the vitality of everyday India.
Reviews
The pictures transport you to somewhere
real, and are full of incident for any child
to pore over. — The Sunday Times, Book of
the Week
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THE GREAT RACE

THE OLD ANIMALS’
FOREST BAND

Nathan Kumar Scott, Jagdish Chitara

Sirish Rao, Durga Bai

“I’m the fastest animal in the forest!”
boasts Kanchil the mouse deer. “And I
challenge any animal to race me!” Who
will step forward to accept this challenge,
and can Kanchil be beaten?
Picture Book /
Folktale
6+
HC; 32 pp; Two
Colours
210 mm x 280 mm
Offset-printed
978-93-80340-15-9
₹ 375 / £ 10.99 /
$ 17.95 / € 14.80

This retelling of a well-known Indonesian
trickster tale is illustrated by Jagadish
Chitara in the Mata-Ni-Pachedi style of
ritual textile painting from Gujarat. He
reworks his traditional palette of dramatic
black, white and red colours to create a
world of rather splendid beasts and birds.
Reviews
This unusual multicultural pairing packs
a powerful punch. — Kirkus Reviews

Picture Book /
Folktale
6+
HC; 40 pp; Colour
210 mm x 280 mm
Offset-printed
978-81-86211-45-8
₹ 395 / £ 10.99 /
$ 16.95 / € 14.80

Awards
Selected for the New York Public Library
Books for Reading & Sharing List, 2012

Picture Book / Art
6+
HC; 40 pp; Colour
185 mm x 240 mm
Offset-printed
978-81-92317-15-1
₹ 375 / £ 10.99 /
$ 16.95 / € 14.80
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One day, Musa sets off alone to collect
wood from the forest near his home.
Deep in the woods, he suddenly hears a
deafening noise and is overcome with
terror. What could it be?
Renowned Gond artist Bhajju Shyam,
conjures up a hauntingly beautiful world
of village and forest, which echoes and
reflects a child’s inner world, of fear and
foreboding.
Reviews
A simple, satisfying story ... enriched by
its cultural grounding and handsome art.
— The Horn Book Magazine

This Indian version of the much-loved
Grimm Brothers’ tale comes to life in
celebrated Gond artist Durga Bai’s
intricate artwork.
Reviews
A heartwarming tale of camaraderie
and joyful love of music, illustrated in a
distinctively iconic style. — Midwest Book
Review

THE CHURKI-BURKI BOOK
OF RHYME
Gita Wolf, Durga Bai

ALONE IN THE FOREST

Gita Wolf, Andrea Anastasio,
Bhajju Shyam

After being kicked out of home by their
ungrateful masters, a dog, cow, donkey
and rooster unite to form an unlikely
music band. Their cacophony comes in
useful when thieves wander the town that
had thrown them out.

Picture Book
6+
HC; 24 pp; Colour
280 mm x 210 mm
Offset-printed
978-93-80340-06-7
₹ 325 / £ 9.99 /
$ 14.95 / € 12

The Churki-Burki Book of Rhyme captures
the experience of growing up as a girl in
a tribal village in central India. Work and
play follow each other in this idyllic world
of children’s games, songs and forays into
the field and forest.
Drawn from Gond tribal artist Durga Bai’s
memories of her own childhood in the
village of Patangarh, this tale unfolds to
a set of charming illustrations, featuring
animals, birds, human beings and plants,
coexisting in a shared space.
Reviews
A charming and respectful day-in-thelife-of story of two sisters … young readers
will be delighted to join the girls in their
vibrant village life. — Paper Tigers Blog
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MANGOES & BANANAS

CATCH THAT CROCODILE!

Kanchil the mouse deer and his friend
Monyet the monkey plant some fruit trees,
but when the fruit ripens, Kanchil wonders
if he will get his share.

Catch that Crocodile! is a hilarious story
of a rampant reptile who finds his way out
of the water and onto dry land, and the
hapless villagers who try to capture him.

Nathan Kumar Scott, T. Balaji

Picture Book /
Folktale
6+
HC; 32 pp; Colour
210 mm x 280 mm
Offset-printed
978-81-86211-06-9
₹ 375 / £ 10.99 /
$ 17.95 / € 14

This version of a popular Indonesian tale
is illustrated in the rich earth colours of
Kalamkari textile art from Andhra Pradesh
in southern India.
Reviews
This story told in a cheeky, energetic
voice is translated into stunning
illustrations … This book stands out both
for its artwork and the engaging text.
— The White Ravens Catalogue

Anushka Ravishankar, Pulak Biswas

Picture Book / Verse
6+, PB; 40 pp; Two
Colours
185 mm x 240 mm
Offset-printed
978-93-83145-08-9
₹ 200 / £ 6.99 /
$ 8.95 / € 8.50

Anushka Ravishankar,
Christiane Pieper

A baby elephant is lost and alone in the
forest, when a herd of buffaloes comes
along and takes him into its fold. What is
he now, an elephant, or a buffalo?

THE SACRED BANANA LEAF

Picture Book /
Folktale
6+
HC; 40 pp; Colour
210 mm x 280 mm
Offset-printed
978-81-86211-28-1
₹ 375 / £ 10.99 /
$ 17.95 / € 14
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Kanchil the mouse deer falls into a pit and
has to use his wits to get out. He spins a
tale to lure a concerned snake, a nervous
wild boar and a hungry tiger into the pit,
but will his plan to escape work?
The second in our series of Indonesian
trickster tales is illustrated in the rich
ornate Patachitra style of temple mural
painting from Odisha in eastern India.
Reviews
The narrative is interesting and effective
... the colour scheme ... outstanding and
illustrations exquisite. — Books for Keeps

Reviews
A glorious poem, matched with bold,
folk-art illustrations. — The Guardian

ELEPHANTS NEVER FORGET!

Awards
Special Mention, The White Ravens
Catalogue of Noteworthy International
Books, 2007

Nathan Kumar Scott,
Radhashyam Raut

India’s much-loved nonsense writer
Anushka Ravishankar and award-winning
illustrator Pulak Biswas together create
a lively tale, which imparts a subtle
conservationist message along the way.

Picture Book /
Verse
6+
PB; 40 pp; Two
Colours
185 mm x 240 mm
Offset-printed
978-93-83145-07-2
₹ 200 / £ 6.99 /
$ 8.95 /€ 8.50

Christiane Pieper’s bold, inky illustrations,
reminiscent of the woodcut style of an
earlier era recreate a vibrant world of
water and woodland.
This joyful tale contains a subtle message,
touching as it does, on the themes of loss,
adoption and integration.
Reviews
This is a striking book with clear
illustrations … the story is simple, the
rhythm and rhyme make it flow easily … a
lovely gift book. — The School Librarian
Awards
A USBBY Outstanding International Book,
2009
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THE ENDURING ARK

WISH YOU WERE HERE

This Indian retelling of the Biblical flood
story is illustrated in the vivid narrative
style of Patua scroll art from West Bengal,
India. Dramatic colours and boldly
drawn animals conjure up a world that is
nevertheless haunted by destruction.

This nonsense-verse picture book features
a bizarre family that travels all over the
world, sending postcards to their stay-athome relative.

Joydeb Chitrakar, Gita Wolf

Picture Book / Art
8+
HC (Slipcase); 34
pp; Colour
153 mm x 240 mm
Offset-printed;
Accordion Book
978-93-80340-18-0
₹ 800 / £ 14.99 /
$ 21.95 /€ 18

The book’s environmental message
unfolds through a series of horizontal
accordion folds, taking the reader through
the ebb and flow of a raging ocean
towards a rainbow of hope.
Reviews
A thing of beauty ... that should fascinate
children with the ingenuity of its
presentation, the culture that it reflects,
and its particular way of representing the
world. — 5 Stars, Books for Keeps

Anushka Ravishankar, Various Artists

Picture Book /
Verse
8+
HC; 28 pp; Colour
215 mm x 215 mm
Offset-printed
978-81-86211-75-5
₹ 250 / £ 7.99 /
$ 14.95 /€ 12

THE BOOK BOOK

Sophie Benini Pietromarchi
Artist Sophie Benini Pietromarchi invites
children on a unique and poetic journey
into the world of the book, giving ideas
and inspiration on how to create their own
books from everyday materials.

Awards
A USBBY Outstanding International Book,
2014

FOLLOWING MY PAINT BRUSH
Dulari Devi, Gita Wolf

Picture Book /
Autobiography
8+
PB; 32 pp; Colour
230 mm x 270 mm
Offset-printed
978-93-80340-17-1
₹ 200 / £ 10.99 (HB) /
$ 10.95 /€ 8.50
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Following My Paint Brush is the story of
Dulari Devi, a domestic helper who went
on to become an artist in the Mithila
style of folk painting from Bihar, eastern
India. Dulari’s exquisite drawings feature
important moments from a life, marked by
quiet heroism.
Reviews
A truly inspiring story of how to follow
your bliss (in the words of the late Joseph
Campbell). — Midwest Book Review
Awards
Honour Book, South Asia Book Award,
2012

Wacky, colourful characters wandering
amongst the most wondrous places in the
world—this must be the strangest family
album ever!

Art & Craft /
Activity
8+
HC; 132 pp; Colour
165 mm x 240 mm
Offset-printed
978-81-86211-24-3
₹ 625 / £ 12.99 /
$ 21.95 /€ 17

Exploring colours, textures, shapes and
feelings, she demonstrates how to turn
these intangible elements into pictorial
narratives. This visual feast of a book
evolved from Sophie’s bookmaking
workshops with children—and is sure to
interest artists as well as educators.
Reviews
A musing and artistic approach … it’s as
much an exhortation to artistry as it is a
guide to creation. — The Bulletin of the
Center for Children’s Books
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Art & Craft /
Activity
8+
HC; 144 pp; Colour
165 mm x 240 mm
Offset-printed
978-93-83145-00-3
₹ 700 / £ 14.99 /
$ 21.95 /€ 18

MahabharaTha
— a child’s view —

Reviews
An intriguing and unusual book which
could well change the way you look at
colour ... A great book to have in a school
art room. — Parents in Touch, UK

Samhita Arni

Samhita Arni

“Reading this enchanting work is really one of the best ways to
approach the Mahabharatha, for grown-ups as well as children.”
roberto calasso

4.99 | USA $25.95

In this sequel to The Book Book, Sophie
Benini Pietromarchi takes children
into the world of colour. Illustrated in
remarkable collage artwork, and written
in an intimate, easy tone, The Colour
Book charts an exciting journey through
childhood memories of shade and hue
and leads the reader to the practical tasks,
of mixing, playing, and experimenting
with colours.

THE MAHABHARATHA:
A CHILD’S VIEW

The

Sahmita Arni

01-2

TRASH! ON RAGPICKER
CHILDREN AND RECYCLING

Sophie Benini Pietromarchi

A Child’s View
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Classic / Epic
10+
PB; 288 pp; Single
Colour
205 mm x 280 mm
Offset-printed;
Second Single
Volume Edition
978-93-80340-01-2
₹ 650 / £ 14.99 /
$ 25.95 /€ 21

The Mahabharatha is a compelling Indian
epic chronicle of warring families, clans
and kingdoms. Samhita Arni’s re-telling—
written and illustrated when she was just
12 years old—is bold and unorthodox in its
depiction of characters, and in the sharply
critical tone it adopts towards war.

Anushka Ravishankar, Gita Wolf,
Orijit Sen

Fiction / Child
Rights
10+
PB; 112 pp; Colour
184 mm x 241 mm
Offset-printed;
Second Edition
978-81-86211-69-4
₹ 275 / £ 7.99 /
$ 12.95 /€ 10

A unique combination of fact and fiction,
Trash! tells the story of Velu, a runaway
village child who ends up as a wastepicker in a big Indian city.
Re-released several years after its first
publication, this edition comes with
a new preface that takes stock of and
reflects on the state of child labour, rights,
consumption and waste generation in
our times.
Reviews
While asserting the essential humanity
of these children, the authors of Trash!
avoid romanticising them … — The Hindu
Literary Review
Awards
Special Mention, The White Ravens
Catalogue of Noteworthy International
Books, and a star for promoting
understanding between cultures, 2001

Reviews
This ... long and beautifully told tale ...
captures the excitement and strangeness
of the ancient Indian epic of gods and
humans ... — The Guardian Children’s
Website
Awards
The Elsa Morante Literary Award, Italy, 2004
One of the Best Books Published in 2004,
Spanish Ministry of Culture
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FOUR HEROES AND A GREEN
BEARD

ILLUSTRATED BOOKS FOR ALL AGES

Narayan Gangopadhyay,
Swati Bhattacharjee

Fiction /
Adventure
10+
PB; 92 pp; Colour
154 mm x 233 mm
Offset-printed
978-81-86211-52-6
₹ 95 / £ 4.99 /
$ 7.95 /€ 6

Four friends go to Darjeeling for the
summer holidays. But soon strange things
begin to happen, when they meet old
Sevenpenny Santra, who wants them to
save him from Kagamachi the Japanese
spy … could they have jumped into the
plot of a detective novel?
This is the first English language version
of a much-loved Bengali classic.
Reviews
This adventure story is witty, whimsical
and ... so readable that even adults will
love these books. — Indian Review of
Books

DAVID DAYS AND MONA NIGHTS
Andreas Steinhoefel,
Anja Tuckermann, Gita Wolf

Mona and David are two teenagers in
Berlin, who meet and then remain in
touch through letters.
Fiction /
Translation
12+
PB; 120 pp; Single
Colour
125 mm x 193 mm
Offset-printed
978-81-86211-89-2
₹ 175 (India only)
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Translated from the German original, this
award-winning novel for young adults
captures the delicate, difficult process
of growing up. The letters are touching,
funny and a tribute to conversation and
friendship.
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ILLUSTRATED BOOKS FOR ALL AGES / NEW TITLES

GOD OF MONEY

Karl Marx and Maguma

Art / Politics
HC; 22 pp; 5 Special Pantone Colours
150 mm x 280 mm
Offset-printed
978-93-83145-49-2
₹ 550 / £ 14.99 / $ 20.95 / € 18
(Also available in German)

ILLUSTRATED BOOKS FOR ALL AGES / NEW TITLES

ANOTHER HISTORY OF THE
CHILDREN’S PICTURE BOOK:
FROM SOVIET LITHUANIA TO INDIA

Giedrė Jankevičiūtė and V. Geetha.
Art / History
HC; 176 pp; Colour
240 mm x 270 mm
Offset-printed
978-93-83145-45-4
₹ 1800 / £ 35 / $ 45 / € 42
(Also available in German)

Interpreted for the twenty-first century, God of Money is
based on extracts from Karl Marx’s famous chapter on
money, published in Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts,
1844. Marx was a young man at the time, critical and defiant
of an emergent world of rampant greed and consumption.
Spanish illustrator Maguma recreates this celebrated rant
against the mind-numbing power of money in the context
of contemporary developments — where the spread of
avarice on a global scale has led to the near death of the
commons. Drawing on the biblical tale of the Fall, Maguma
creates a surreal world continually fuelled by an insatiable
desire for more.
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At a particular period in Indian history, cheaply
available Soviet picture books, in English and vernacular
translations, changed the way Indian children read.
Meanwhile, a different and more problematic kind of
cultural ‘globalization’ was underway in the regions
governed by the Soviet State, and Lithuania is a rich case
in point. This book calls for a re-imagining of global
picture book history: a result of an unusual collaboration
between Indian social historian, V. Geetha, and Dr. Giedrė
Jankevičiūtė from the Lithuanian Culture Research Institute.
A delightful archive of art has been mined to go with this
history, many featured in an English language publication
for the first time.
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BETWEEN MEMORY AND
MUSEUM

HOPE IS A GIRL SELLING FRUIT

Art / Museum studies
HB; 152 pp; Colour
240 mm x 270 mm
Offset-printed
978-93-83145-29-4
₹ 1500 / £ 32.99 / $ 42.95 / € 40

In this book about being female and an
artist, Amrita Das, young Mithila painter
from Bihar, India, steers her essentially
female tradition of art away from the
domesticity of its origins to actually
questioning the traditional confines of
women’s lives.

Amrita Das, Gita Wolf,
Suseela Varadarajan

Gita Wolf, Arun Wolf, Various Artists

This pioneering dialogue with 38 extraordinary folk and
tribal artists from across India focusses on the idea of the
museum. In their visual responses, artists reflect on the
museum as an institution, and the way it preserves, creates
and disseminates knowledge. Do these representations
communicate a lived life? What are the artists’ own ways
of remembering and passing on tradition? And finally: who
has the power to put whom in a museum?

Art / Travel /
Gender
HC; 28 pp; Colour
220 mm x 240 mm
Offset-printed
978-93-83145-02-7
₹ 400 / £ 10.99 /
$ 16.95 / € 14.80

Reviews
A powerful picture book ... it examines ...
what it means to be a young independent
woman in the city ... — Omnilibros
Awards
Amelia Bloomer List, best books with
significant feminist content, 2015

Artists featured in this book include several award-winners
of extraordinary talent: Bhajju Shyam, Durga Bai, Jagdish
Chitara and Bhaddu Hamir.

THE LONDON JUNGLE BOOK

Bhajju Shyam, Gita Wolf, Sirish Rao

From the Blurb
This is an important, thoughtful, and sensitive book… it
presents quite beautifully many imaginative and eloquent
images; … most importantly it shows us the artists speaking
for themselves… — Christopher Hudson, Publisher,
The Museum of Modern Art, New York
Art / Travel
HC; 48 pp; Colour
210 mm x 270 mm
Offset-printed
978-81-92317-12-0
₹ 750 / £ 12.99 /
$ 19.95 / € 17

Gond artist Bhajju Shyam was
commissioned to paint the walls of an
Indian restaurant in London, and spent
two months in the city. The book that
emerged from the journey is a visual
travelogue of his first encounter with
a western metropolis—charming and
enlightening, his art transforms the great
city into an intriguing jungle.
Reviews
A startlingly generous and colourful
collection of images capable of making
the most jaded metropolitan refocus and
smile …. — The Independent
Awards
Honourable mention, US Independent
Publisher Awards (Multicultural Fiction),
2006
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SIGNATURE

ARTISAN CAMERA

In the intricate art of the Gond tribal
community of central India, decorative
patterns fill the surface of images in
amazing profusion. Each pattern is unique
to a particular artist, making it his or her
signature.

Artisan Camera is a testimony to an era
of hands-on studio photography, when
physical materials combined with the
photographer’s artistry to shape the
final image. This book features vintage
photographs from the 1970s-1980s—from
Studio Suhag in Nagda in central India.

Bhajju Shyam, Gita Wolf, Jonathan
Yamakami, Various Artists

Art / Design
HC; 88 pp; Colour
230 mm x 210 mm
Offset-printed
978-93-80340-02-9
₹ 550 /£ 14.99 /
$ 24.95 /€ 19.80

Signature is a rich compedium of Gond
patterning. Each pattern comes with its
own unique explanation—helping us make
connections between everyday life and
labour and the imagination.

Christopher Pinney, Suresh Punjabi

Photography /
Visual History
HC; 96 pp; Two
Colours
195 mm x 215 mm
Offset-printed
978-93-83145-10-2
₹ 750 / £ 12.99 /
$ 19.95 / € 17

Reviews
An inversion of the typical art book
… demonstrates that art doesn’t have
to be transgressive to be unique and
that individuality can flourish within
boundaries. — Time Out

Catherine Chaine, Marc Riboud

Emanuele Scanziani, Jennifer Abel

Art / Gift
HC; 48 pp; Two
Colours
177 mm x 177 mm
Offset-printed
978-81-86211-48-9
₹ 395 / £ 9.99 /
$ 16.95 /€ 12
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Reviews
The perfect springboard for shape-shifting
your body, mind and heart. — Yoga
Journal

Reviews
Perfect for anyone with a love of
photography, flawless design or history.
— The Illustrated Forest

I FOR IMAGINE

METAMORPHOSIS

The Downward Facing Dog, the King
Cobra, the Crane, the Plough: yogic
asanas, or poses, invoke animate
and inanimate objects, the form and
spirit. Artist Emanuele Scanziani plays
brilliantly with this connection, turning
the human form into a lion, a snake, a
scorpion ... Accompanying the images are
brief descriptions of both the physical
pose and the imaginative, meditative
essence of the asana.

A richly argued essay by Christopher
Pinney—author of Camera Indica—places
Punjabi’s work in the context of a layered
visual history.

Photography
HC; 160 pp; Two
Colours
210 mm x 280 mm
Offset-printed
978-93-80340-10-4
₹ 750 / $ 35.95

I for Imagine features the work of
renowned French photographer Marc
Riboud. Catherine Chaine curates his
work in this book—she uses the alphabet
as a pointer to lead us through a series
of landscapes marked by memory and
history. Whimsical and yet inexorably
political, these pictures of war, love,
the working class, revolution and the
everyday recall ways of seeing which
belong to the golden age of photography.
Reviews
A moving photographic journey around
the world with images of extraordinary
political struggle and ordinary moments
of humanity, wonder, and imagination.
— Starred Review, Publishers Weekly
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MATCHBOOK

THE FLAG

Shahid Datawala, V. Geetha

M. Lakshmanan,
Various Photographers

Photography
HC; 104 pp; Colour
150 mm x 200 mm
Offset-printed
978-93-80340-05-0
₹ 500 / £ 11.99 /
$ 18 /€ 15

The Flag records the astonishing—and
everyday—moments in the life of the
Indian tricoloured flag. From the flag
as bodily ornament to the flag as an
item of trade by the poor, this book
features poignant, gentle and thoughtful
photographs of the Indian people and
their flag.
The work of 30 tremendously insightful
but little-known photographers from
across India are featured in the book.
Reviews
They say that good things come in small
packages and for the India lover this book
is quite a gift. — Asian Lite

Sold in every road-side booth, matchboxes
are part of daily life in India. Whimsical
and hilarious, matchbox labels come in a
staggering variety of designs.
Art & Design / Pop
Culture
PB; Slipcase; 196
pp; Colour
120 mm x 160 mm
Offset-printed
978-93-80340-19-7
₹ 650 / £ 11.99 /
$ 21.95 /€ 18

M.P. Dhakshna, V. Geetha, Sirish Rao

Avinash Veeraraghavan

Photography / Art
& Design
PB; 96 pp; Colour
210 mm x 280 mm
Offset-printed;
Flexi cover
978-81-86211-65-6
₹ 1200 / £ 16.99 /
$ 29.95 /€ 24
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This is a witty and original visual tale of
street life, kitsch and popular culture.
Reviews
Breaks clichéd stereotypes and the
aesthetic of standard happiness or
tragedy … an original book without any
baggage. — Tehelka

Reviews
It’s not just matches named after local
wildlife that strike a light, but everything
from light bulbs to buses. — The Times

THE 9 EMOTIONS OF INDIAN
CINEMA HOARDINGS

I LOVE MY INDIA

An ironic and poetic visual journey
through urban India—from the cybercity
of Bangalore to innumerable small
towns—I Love My India confounds our
sense of the real with the often surreal
forms of our social spaces.

Matchbook showcases over 500 quirky
members of this extended family, from
the personal collection of Mumbai-based
designer Shahid Datawala. A descriptive
essay annotates the images, placing them
in the context of popular art traditions,
labour ethics and business history.

Art & Design /
Cinema
HC; 104 pp; Colour
230 mm x 280 mm
Offset-printed
978-81-86211-27-4
₹ 1200 / £ 19.99 /
$ 35 /€ 28

The Erotic. The Valorous. The Furious. The
Terror-stricken. The Pathetic. The Comic.
The Disgusting. The Marvellous. The
Peaceful. The fabled 9 emotions of ancient
Indian aesthetics are both deconstructed
and re-imagined in this unusual book on
Indian cinema billboards.
Film billboards artist M.P. Dhakshna’s
bold, strong imagery and explosive
colours invoke the visual history and
grammar of an art form that has all but
disappeared from the Indian street.
Reviews
Sure to extend the frontiers of film studies.
— The Hindu
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BABY!

I SAW A PEACOCK WITH A
FIERY TAIL

Sirish Rao

Art & Design /
Pop Culture
HC; 104 pp; Colour
170 mm x 170 mm
Offset-printed
978-19-04587-01-9
₹ 750 / £ 11.99 /
$ 18 /€ 14

Ramsingh Urveti, Jonathan Yamakami

Doctor Baby, Radio Baby, Apollo Baby,
Farmer Baby, Army Baby, Biscuit Baby,
Sweet Baby, Chairman Baby... Bought by
millions of people, painted baby posters
are a popular household feature in India.
Carriers of dreams—both personal and
social—babies find themselves in a
bewildering and delightful variety of
professions and roles. These astonishing
portraits confound and confirm our sense
of the ‘cute’.
One hundred classic baby posters go to
make this extravagant book unashamedly
zany and happy.

A well-known folk poem from 17th century
England, I Saw a Peacock with a Fiery
Tail is a form of trick verse. It reads in
two different ways, with the break in
the middle of every line opening a new
avenue of sense.
Art / Poetry
HC; 56 pp; B&W
155 mm x 247 mm
Offset-printed;
978-93-80340-14-2
₹ 600 / £ 10.99 /
$ 18.50 /€ 16

Reviews
Simply divine. — The Guardian

Working together, Gond artist Ramsingh
Urveti and designer Jonathan Yamakami
use art and design to reveal and conceal,
and brilliantly mirror the shifting ways in
which poetry creates meaning.
Reviews
The glorious blue and intriguing cut-outs
on the cover of this truly stunning book
just beg you to pick it up and explore its
pages. — Paper Tigers Blog
Awards
A USBBY Outstanding International Book,
2013

10

Marion Bataille

Pop-up / Design
HC; 10 pp; Single
Colour
140 mm x 135 mm
Offset-printed
978-93-80340-07-4
₹ 750 (India only)
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In 10, Marion Bataille, author of the
classic pop-up, ABC3D, plays with the
the mechanics of the book form and the
simple sequence of numbers, from one to
ten. The result is a brilliantly simple yet
sophisticated book object.
Reviews
An ingenious, handsomely designed book
that visually relates pairs of numbers from
01 to 10, transforming one to another with
the turn of each page. — Booklist
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SULTANA’S DREAM

I SEE THE PROMISED LAND

Anticipating Charlotte Gilman’s Herland,
Sultana’s Dream is a 110-year old utopian
fable of reversed purdah—the seclusion of
women—in Ladyland, where peace-loving
women overpower aggressive men through
the power of their brains.

This graphic novel version of the life
of Martin Luther King Jr. and the Civil
Rights Movement in the United States of
America is an exciting dialogue between
two very different storytelling traditions.
Arthur Flowers, African-American writer
and griot, tells the story in lyrical prose
while Manu Chitrakar, Patua scroll-artist
from West Bengal, India, paints powerful
visuals that captures with drama and force
the truly iconic moments of King’s life.

Rokheya Sakhawat Hossain, Durga Bai

Folk Art /
Feminism
PB; 56pp; Two
Colours
180 mm x 240 mm
Offset-printed
978-93-83145-18-8
₹ 180 / £ 6.99 /
$ 8.95 /€ 7

Sita’s Ramayana
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Gond artist Durga Bai has drawn her
response to Rokheya Hossain’s tale, adding
a new layer of meaning to a feminist classic
Reviews
The yarn reaches wondrously giddying
heights … Although the story is over a
century old, it’s never too late to dream.
— Live Mint

Graphic Novel /
Biography / Art
HC; 156 pp; Colour
165 mm x 235 mm
Offset-printed;
second edition
978-81-92317-10-6
₹ 550 / £ 11.99 /
$ 16.95 /€ 14.80

SITA’S RAMAYANA

A New York Times Best Seller

Samhita Arni, Moyna Chitrakar

ung urban
tua scroll
ngal.

ally

Samhita Arni & Moyna Chitrakar

Samhita Arni &
Moyna Chitrakar

Graphic Novel /
Epic / Art
HC; 156 pp; Colour
165 mm x 235 mm
Offset-printed;
Second Edition
978-93-80340-03-6
₹ 550 / £ 11.99 /
$ 16.95 /€ 14.80

Sita’s Ramayana shifts the point of view
of the Ramayana to bring a woman’s
perspective to this timeless epic. Narrated
by the heroine Sita, it is a powerful
meditation on the fate of women, as
they become pawns in wars between
men and kingdoms. Patua scroll artist,
Moyna Chitrakar, from West Bengal, India
complements the sombre text with her
dramatic and boldly drawn characters.
Reviews
Gorgeous, vibrant illustrations … It is a
great accomplishment that none of the
poem’s eloquence or dignity is lost.
— American Library Association
Awards
Notable Book, American Library
Association, 2012
New York Times Bestseller, Hardback
Graphic Novels, 2011
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Arthur Flowers, Manu Chitrakar

Reviews
The unlikely partnership of
African-American writer, Bengali
traditional artist and Italian designer,
while remaining true to the social and
political ...course of Martin Luther King’s
life … translate it into a heroic mythical
sphere. — Books for Keeps
Awards
Special Mention, The White Ravens
Catalogue of Noteworthy International
Books, 2011

PICTURES FROM ITALY

Charles Dickens, Livia Signorini

Literature / Travel
/ Art
HC; 130 pp; Colour
140 mm x 220 mm
Offset-printed
978-93-80340-16-6
₹ 750 / £ 12.99 /
$ 21.95 /€ 18.50

Pictures from Italy is one of Charles
Dickens’ earlier works, a fantastic and
whimsical travelogue, across Italy. In
this illustrated edition, Italian artist
Livia Signorini uses collage art to pay a
visual tribute to Dickens’ sense of place,
memory, and politics.
Reviews
A beautiful modern resurrection of the
author’s lesser-known early work. — Brain
Pickings blog
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REVOLUTION

THE TO-LET HOUSE

With picture-book style content that is
discernibly political, this is a powerful
allegory of revolution in red, black and
white by French artist Sara. Her simple
yet forceful collage art evokes revolt,
repression and war, but also immutable
freedom in the face of tyranny.

Set in the politically restive city of
Shillong in North-east India,
The To-Let House gives a moving
insight into lives led in unsettling and
dysfunctional families. Di, Addy, Kulay
and Clemmie’s tormented passage
through adolescence is framed by the
region’s own violent search for identity.

Sara

Art / Politics
HC; 74 pp; Two
Colours
195 mm x 280 mm
Offset-printed
978-81-86211-46-5
₹ 395 / £ 11.99 /
$ 22.95 /€ 18

Revolution is the first book in Tara’s
French Focus series.
Reviews
The illustrations in this striking picture
book / graphic novel are made with
ripped paper. You can see the frayed
edges giving an unexpected softness to
an otherwise very graphic style. — Book by
its Cover blog

Daisy Hasan

Fiction
PB; 228 pp; Single
Colour
140 mm x 210 mm
Offset-printed
978-81-90675-65-9
₹ 275 / £ 6.99 /
$ 10.95 /€ 9

Reviews
A beautifully lyrical coming-of-age
novel… The progression from innocence
to desensitisation is painfully human,
without over-sentimental mawkishness,
and she ... interweaves scenes of
tenderness and brutality. — For Books’
Sake
Awards
Long-listed for the Man Asian Literary
Prize, 2008

Awards
Winner of the Golden Apple, BIB, 2005

APON KATHA

Abanindranath Tagore,
Rimi Chatterjee

Non-fiction /
Memoir
PB; 104 pp; Colour
125 mm x 200 mm
Offset-printed
978-81-86211-50-2
₹ 150 / £ 5.99 /
$ 8.95 /€ 7
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Born into one of India’s most famous
families, Abanindranath Tagore was a
pioneering modern painter. Nephew of
Nobel laureate and Bengali national bard
Rabindranath Tagore, he grew up in an
exceptionally creative household, which
he recreates in this memoir.
Review
Excellent translation… Chatterjee’s English
conveys the fineness and whimsicality of
Abanindranath’s Bengali, making this ...
elegiac little book an important literary
work and historical document. — The
Telegraph
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WORKING WITH FOLK AND TRIBAL ARTISTS

Tara’s ongoing dialogue with the incredibly rich and
varied forms of indigenous tribal and folk art in India
began 15 years ago. We are privileged that in India,
unlike in many parts of the world, these artists are our
active contemporaries, ready to engage with us. Many
of the artists that we work with come from remote
and marginalised communities, but as is evident from
the books themselves, their talent, intelligence and
imagination are inspiring.
Whatever direction a particular project takes, there is one
basic premise on which our collaboration is based. We
would like each artist to be an ‘author’, the active creator
of a book. So when we work with an artist from a particular
tradition, the book is not ‘about’ this tradition—it is not a
documentary. The book is a gallery space which is offered
to the artist to tell a story. We work intensively with them,
developing the possibilities, pushing the boundaries both
for the artist and for the book form. As publishers we play
a curator’s role: linking art, story, design and printing and
finally the book with its readers.
The art traditions we have worked with include Patua,
Gond, Mata-Ni-Pachedi, Meena, Bhil, Mithila, Kalamkari
and Patachitra.

Bhil, Madhya Pradesh
Tree Matters
Visit the Bhil Carnival
Gond, Madhya Pradesh
Creation
Sultana’s Dream
The Night Life of Trees
Signature: Patterns in Gond Art
The London Jungle Book
I Saw a Peacock with a Fiery Tail
Alone in the Forest
The Churki-Burki Book
of Rhyme
One, Two, Tree!
The Old Animals’ Forest Band
Kalamkari, Andhra Pradesh
Mangoes & Bananas
Mata-Ni-Pachedi, Gujarat
The Cloth of the Mother Goddess
The Great Race
Meena, Rajasthan
Gobble You Up!

Mithila, Bihar
Hope is a Girl Selling Fruit
Waterlife
Following My Paint Brush
Black: An Artist’s Tribute
Patachitra, Odisha
The Sacred Banana Leaf
Patua, West Bengal
A Village is a Busy Place!
The Patua Pinocchio
Sita’s Ramayana
I See the Promised Land
The Enduring Ark
Monkey Photo
Urban Folk Art, Gujarat
Drawing from the City
Various Traditions
Sun and Moon
8 Ways to Draw Fish
8 Ways to Draw an Elephant
I Like Cats

DESIGN: THE FORM OF THE BOOK

RIGHTS
Unless otherwise indicated world rights have been given.
9 Emotions of Indian Cinema Hoarding, The—Dutch: Mets &
Schilt Uitgevers & Oxfam Novib
Alone in the Forest—French (Europe): Albin Michel
Beasts of India—Dutch (Netherlands & Belgium): Mets & Schilt
Uitgevers & Oxfam Novib; French: Actes Sud; Spanish (Europe &
Latin America) Editorial Kalandraka
Bacchae, The—Co-published with The J. Paul Getty Trust
Book Book, The—Chinese: Art & Collection Co. Ltd; French:
Éditions Milan; Italian: Gallucci Editora; Portuguese (Europe):
Edicare Editora; Spanish: Thule Ediciones; Korean: Iyagikot
Captain Coconut and the Case of the Missing Bananas—
Portuguese (World except Brazil): Orfue Negro

Experimenting with the physical form of the book is
a Tara trademark. The narrative, the art, the artisanship
and the object are all part of this process. In pushing
the boundaries of the book form, we’re fascinated by its
resilience. We’re ready to experiment with cutting-edge
design, but insist that it communicates. Design for us is
not an embellishment, but an integral part of how a book
works: the final voice in the dialogue among text, image
and production.
This year, we offer two exceptional books. The first, called
A Village is a Busy Place! is inspired by the form of the
Bengal Patua scroll.Painted by a Patua artist, it opens out
fold by fold into an exploration of village life. The second
book is an unusual collaboration between a Pakistani
author, two Pakistani truck artists and an Indian illustrator.
Called This Truck has Got to be Special, this story of an
artist and a truck driver is sumptuously embellished and
beautifully produced.
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Catch That Crocodile—French: Éditions Syros (paperback);
Italian: Edizioni Corraini; Korean: Blue Sky Publishing Co. Ltd;
Portuguese (Brazil): Manati Produções Editoriais; Complex
Chinese: Art & Collection; Chinese (World except Hong Kong,
Macao and Taiwan): Magic Elephant Books (Guangxi Normal
University Press)
Circle of Fate, The—Italian: L’ippocampo Edizioni; Portuguese
(Brazil): Editora WMF Martins Fontes; Spanish: Ediciones Ekaré
Cloth of the Mother Goddess, The—Korean: Borim Press
Colour Book, The—Korean: Iyagikot; Spanish: Thule; Chinese: Art
& Collection, Taiwan
Current Show—Polish: Marta Bręgiel-Benedyk
Creation—Italian (Europe): Adriano Salani; Portuguese (Brazil):
WMF Martins Fontes; Japanese: Tamura-do; French: Actes Sud
Do!—French: Éditions Rue du Monde; German: Baobab Books;
Italian: L’ippocampo Edizioni; Portuguese (Brazil): Global Editora;
Spanish (Americas & Mexico): Petra Ediciones
Drawing from the City—French: Actes Sud; Italian: Gallucci
Editore; Portuguese (Brazil): Editora WMF Martins Fontes; Spanish
(Mexico): Conaculta; Spanish (except Mexico): Thule; Korean:
BIR / Minumsa Publishing Group
Elephants Never Forget!—Dutch: Mets & Schilt Uitgevers & Oxfam
Novib; English (USA, Philippines & Canada): Houghton Mifflin;
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Rights

French: Éditions Tourbillon; Italian: Edizioni Corraini; Japanese:
Suzuki Publishing; Portuguese (Brazil) Manati Produções
Editoriais; Spanish: Thule Ediciones; French: Albin Michel;
Complex Chinese: Art & Collection; Chinese (World except Hong
Kong, Macao and Taiwan): Magic Elephant Books (Guangxi
Normal University Press)
Enduring Ark, The—Italian: Gallucci Editore
Excuse Me, Is This India?—English (Australia & New Zealand):
Spinifex Press; Japanese: Artone Co. Ltd.
Excuses, Excuses!—Catalan (World excluding Mexico): Takatuka;
Spanish (World excluding Mexico): Takatuka
Flight of the Mermaid, The—French: Éditions Syros; Italian:
Donzelli Editore; Portuguese (Brazil): Editora Scipione
Following my Paint Brush —French: Éditions Syros; Portuguese
(Brazil): Editora WMF Martins Fontes; Spanish: Editorial Kókinos
Four Heroes & a Green Beard—Italian: Giangiacomo Feltrinelli
Editore
Four Heroes & a Haunted House—Dutch: KIT Publishing; Italian:
Giangiacomo Feltrinelli Editore
Gobble You Up!—Korea (Korean): Daekyo; French: Actes Sud;
Simplified Chinese (Mainland China): China Children’s Press
and Publication Group
Great Race, The—Spanish (Mexico): Petra Ediciones; Portugese
(Brazil): Saraiva; Korean: Borim Press
HenSparrow Turns Purple—Dutch (Netherlands & Belgium):
Oxfam Novib
Hippolytos—Co-published with The J.Paul Getty Trust
Hope is a Girl Selling Fruit—Spanish: Libros del Zorro Rojo;
Portugese (Brazil): Companhio das Letras
Ideal Boy, An—Co-published with Dewi Lewis Publishing, UK;
French: Éditions Alternatives
I Like Cats—Dutch (Europe): Fontaine Uitgevers; Italian
(Europe): Adriano Salani Editore; Japanese: Graphic Sha
Publishing
In the Dark—Catalan (Europe & Venezuela): Thule Editions;
Dutch: Lemniscaat; French: Éditions Tourbillon; Spanish (Europe
& Venezuela): Thule Editions
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Rights

In the Land of Punctuation—Portuguese (Brazil): Bruno
Berlendis; Castellano: Thule Editions; Korean: Borim Press
I See the Promised Land—English (North America):
Groundwood Books; Portuguese (Brazil): Editora WMF Martins
Fontes; Korea: Green Knowledge
I Saw a Peacock with a Fiery Tail—Portuguese (Brazil): Editora
Scipione
Knock! Knock!—Portuguese (Europe): Edicare Editora; Korean:
Borim Press; Italian: Donzelli Editore; Japanese (Japan): Kawade
Shobo Shinsha; Complex Chinese: Global Kids Books; Chinese:
Quingdao; Polish: Wydawnictwo DWIE SIOSTRY
Leaf Life—Korean: Dongin Publishing
London Jungle Book, The—Dutch: Mets & Schilt Uitgevers &
Oxfam Novib; French (Paperback): Éditions Syros; Italian:
Adelphi Edizioni; Korean: LIGEM; Portuguese (Brazil) Editora
Cosac Naify; Spanish (Mexico & Spain): Editorial Sexto Piso
Mahabharatha: A Child’s View, The—Catalan: RBA Libros;
French: Éditions Gallimard Jeunesse; German: Nagel & Kimche;
Greek: Agra Publications; Italian: Adelphi Edizioni; Portuguese
(Brazil) Conrad Editora; Spanish: Ediciones Juventud, Editiones
Siruela; Thai: Bharat Book House
Mala—English (USA & Canada): Annick Press
Mangoes & Bananas—Japanese: Artone Co. Ltd; Portuguese
(Brazil): Editora Comboio de Corda
Monkey Photo—French: Actes Sud; Portuguese (Brazil): Manati
Produções Editoriais; Portuguese (Europe): Edicare Editora
Night Life of Trees, The—French: Actes Sud; German: Baobab
Books; Italian: Adriano Salani Editore; Japanese: Minoru
Tamura; Korean: Borim Press; Portuguese (Brazil): Editora WMF
Martins Fontes; Spanish: Editorial Kalandraka; German: NordSüd
Verlag
Oedipus the King—Co-published with The J.Paul Getty Trust
Old Animals’ Forest Band, The—Dutch: Mets & Schilt Uitgevers
& Oxfam Novib; French: Actes Sud; Greek: Ekdoseis Kokkino
One, Two, Tree!—Catalan (World, excluding USA): Fundacion
Intermon Oxfam; Dutch: Mets & Schilt Uitgevers; French: Actes
Sud; German: Carl Hanser Verlag; Japanese: Artone Co. Ltd;
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Rights

Portuguese (Brazil): Editora WMF Martins Fontes; Spanish
(World, excluding USA) Fundacion Intermon Oxfam; Chinese:
Ginkgo (Beijing) Book Co. Ltd
Puppets Unlimited—Dutch: KIT Publishing; German: Verlag an
der Ruhr; Italian: MC Editrice
Real Men Don’t Pick Primroses—Italian: La Biblioteca Editrice
SSSS: Snake Art & Allegory—Co-Published (French/English)
with the Musée du quai Branly
Sacred Banana Leaf, The—Danish: Förlaget Palka; French:
Éditions Syros; Portuguese (Brazil): Editora UDP; Swedish:
Förlaget Hjulet; Chinese: Ginkgo (Beijing) Book Co. Ltd

Magic Elephant Books (Guangxi Normal University Press)
Toys & Tales—Dutch: KIT Publishing; Italian: MC Editrice;
Japanese: International Association for the Right to Play
Trash!—Dutch: KIT Publishing; Italian: Edizioni Gruppo Abele;
Korean: Giant Publishing Company
Tree Girl, The—English (North America): Annick Press; French
(Quebec): Annick Press
Tsunami—French: Éditions Rackham; Spanish (Mexico, Americas):
Petra Ediciones

Sita’s Ramayana—English (North America): Groundwood
Books; Portuguese (Brazil): Editora WMF Martins Fontes

Very Hungry Lion, The—Dutch: Oxfam Novib; French: Éditions du
Seuil; Italian: Art & Livres S.R.L; Japanese: Artone Co. Ltd; Korean:
Sigongsa Co. Ltd; Portuguese (Brazil): Bruno Berlendis; English
(USA & Canada): Annick Press

Sophocles’ Antigone—Co-published with The J.Paul Getty
Trust; French: Éditions Milan; Italian: Lapis snc di Rosaria
Punzi; Portuguese: Conrad Editora

Waterlife—French: Actes Sud; Italian (Europe): Adriano Salani
Editore; Japanese: Kawade Shobo Shinsha; Portuguese (Brazil):
WMF Martins Fontes; Korean: Borim Press; German: Baobab

Sultana’s Dream—Italian: Donzelli Editore
Sun and Moon—Italian (Europe): Adriano Salani; Japanese:
Tamura-Do
That’s How I See Things—Catalan: Editorial Juventud;
Danish: Förlaget Palka; French: Éditions Syros; Hebrew: Agam
Publishing House; Portuguese (Brazil): Global Editora; Spanish:
Editorial Juventud; Swedish: Förlaget Hjulet
Tiger on a Tree—Catalan (Europe & Venezuela): Thule
Ediciones; English (North America): Farrar, Straus and Giroux;
French: Éditions Syros; German: Blauburg Verlag; Hebrew
(Israel): Agam Publishing House; Italian: Edizioni Corraini;
Japanese: Hyoron-sha; Korean: Daekyo Publishing; Portuguese
(Brazil): Manati Produções Editoriais; Spanish (Europe &
Venezuela): Thule Ediciones; Chinese: Art & Collection;
Complex Chinese: Art & Collection; Chinese (World except
Hong Kong, Macao and Taiwan): Magic Elephant Books
(Guangxi Normal University Press)
Today is My Day—Afrikaans: Human & Rousseau
To Market! To Market!—Dutch: Mets & Schilt Uitgevers &
Oxfam Novib; Italian: Babalibri; Korean: Woongjin thinkbig Co.
Ltd.; Chinese (World except Hong Kong, Macao and Taiwan):
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AWARDS AND HONOUR
2016

Knock! Knock! — Kirkus Reviews’ Best Books of 2016
Boy Who Speaks in Numbers, The
— Honor Book, South Asia Book Award for Children’s
and Young Adult Literature

Mangoes & Bananas — (Portuguese edition) highly
recommended by FNILIJ, Brazilian arm of IBBY & selected
as best translation for children.
Sacred Banana Leaf, The — (Portuguese edition) highly
recommended by FNILIJ, Brazilian arm of IBBY & selected as best
translation for children.
2012

— The White Raven’s Catalogue of International Children’s
and Youth Literature

Following My Paint Brush — Honor Book, South Asia Book Award
for Children’s and Young Adult Literature

Creation — (Brazilian edition) CRESCER Magazine 30 Best
Children’s Book Award

Great Race, The — New York Public Library Books for Reading &
Sharing List

2015

I Saw a Peacock with a Fiery Tail — 3rd Place, National Library
Award, Graphic Design Category, Brazil

Tree Matters — Aesop Accolade
Hope is a Girl Selling Fruit — Amelia Bloomer List, best books
with significant feminist content
— USBBY Outstanding International Books honor list
London Jungle Book, The — USBBY Outstanding International
Books honor list
2014
Gobble You Up! — South Asia Book Award for Children’s and
Young Adult Literature
— The White Ravens Catalogue of world’s best children’s books
— Aesop Accolade
In the Land of Punctuation — Certificate of Excellence, the
International Society of Typographic Designers (ISTD)
— Design Observer Top 50 Book List
Enduring Ark, The — USBBY Outstanding International Books
honor list
2013
Drawing from the City — (French edition) Fifi Brindacier Prize
for Promoting Sexual Equality
Excuses, Excuses! — White Ravens Catalogue of world’s best
children’s books

— New York Times, Favorite Book Cover Designs of 2012
Sita’s Ramayana — Notable Book, American Library Association
(ALA)
— USBBY Outstanding International Books honor list
— Honor Book, South Asia Book Award for Children’s and Young
Adult Literature
Waterlife — Mention, BolognaRagazzi Award, New Horizons,
Bologna
2011
I See the Promised Land — Top-10 YA Nonfiction 2010 picks,
Pennsylvania School Librarians Association
— White Ravens Catalogue of world’s best books for young people,
Bologna International Children’s Book Fair
Waterlife — Design Observer Top 50 Book List
2010
Do! — BolognaRagazzi Award, New Horizons, Bologna
In the Land of Punctuation — White Ravens Catalogue of world’s
best children’s books
To-Let House, The — Shortlisted, The Hindu Best Fiction Award
That’s How I See Things — IBBY Honour List, Illustrator category

Gobble You Up! — Blue Elephant, Kyoorius Design Awards

2009

Great Race, The — USBBY Outstanding International Books honor
list

Elephants Never Forget — USBBY Outstanding International
Books honor list

I Saw a Peacock with a Fiery Tail — USBBY Outstanding
International Books honor list

Sacred Banana Leaf, The — Selected for the 21st edition, French
Le Prix des Incorruptibles
Circle of Fate, The — (Italian edition) shortlisted for
Andersen prize
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awards

2008

Center (CCBC), University of Wisconsin at Madison

Night Life of Trees, The — BolognaRagazzi Award, New Horizons,
Bologna.

— Andersen Award, Italy

To-Let House, The — Long-listed, Man Asian Literary Prize
2007
Beasts of India — Silver Medal, Fine Art Reproductions,
Federation of Screen Printers Associations, Germany
— Best Book, April 2007, Ministry of Culture, Spain
Mangoes and Bananas — White Ravens Catalogue, Bologna
International Children’s Book Fair
2006
One, Two, Tree! — Picturebook of the Month, September 2006,
Academy for Children’s and Youth Literature, Germany
London Jungle Book, The — Honourable Mention, US
Independent Publisher Awards (Multicultural Fiction)
Legend of the Fish, The — Honourable Mention, Independent
Publisher Awards (Best Book Arts Craftsmanship)
Sophocles’ Oedipus the King — Winner, Golden Cube Award for
Best Book Design
2005

Alphabets Are Amazing Animals — White Ravens Catalogue of
world’s best children’s books, Bologna International Children’s
Book Fair
2002
Sophocles’ Antigone — Outstanding Book of the Year, Independent
Publisher Awards (Best Book Craftsmanship)
— Honourable Mention, Museum Publication Design Competition
In the Dark — White Ravens Catalogue, Bologna International
Children’s Book Fair
2001
Trash! — White Ravens Catalogue of world’s best children’s
books, Bologna International Children’s Book Fair, and a star for
promoting understanding between cultures
2000
Anything but a Grabooberry — White Ravens Catalogue of world’s
best children’s books, Bologna International Children’s Book Fair
Mahabharatha, The — Book of the Month, Society for Youth
Literature and Media, Germany

Bacchae, The — The Highlighted Title of the Month, Independent
Publisher Online, Nov 2005

1999

Mahabharatha, The — Best Books Published in 2004, Spanish
Ministry of Culture

HenSparrow Turns Purple — BIB Plaque, Biennale of Illustrations,
Bratislava

One, Two, Tree! — White Ravens Catalogue of world’s best
children’s books, Bologna International Children’s Book Fair

1997

Seasons of the Palm — Shortlisted for the Kiryama Fiction Prize
Sophocles’ Oedipus the King — Winner, Association of American
University Presses’ Annual Show Competition
— Winner, American Association of Museums’ Publications
Design Competition
— Gold Trophy, University and College Designers Association’s
Annual Design Competition
Tiger on a Tree — Notable Book, American Library Association
(ALA)
— New York Book Show Award, Children’s Trade Fiction

Tiger on a Tree — BIB Plaque, Biennale of Illustrations, Bratislava

Tiger on a Tree — Star from the French Union of Culture and
Libraries for Excellence in the Genre
1996
Very Hungry Lion, The — Alcuin Citation for Excellence in Book
Design, Canada, First in the Children’s Book Category
AWARDS FOR TARA BOOKS
Winner, London Book Fair International Publishing Industry
Excellence Award, Trade Children’s and Young Adult Publisher
category, 2014

2004

BOP Bologna Prize for Best Children’s Publisher (Asia Region),
2013

Mahabharatha, The — The Elsa Morante Literary Award, Italy

Longlisted, Publisher of the Year, 3am Magazine, UK, 2012

Tiger on a Tree — Book of the Week, Cooperative Children’s Book

Johannes Gutenberg Award for Excellence in Printing, Madras
Printers’ & Lithographers’ Association, 2007
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CONTACTS
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Thiruvanmiyur
Chennai 600 041, India
hello@tarabooks.com
+91 44 4260 1033
AGENTS
Italian
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Servizi Editoriali
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serv-ed.it
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